Supply chain:
the big picture
As the business function that ultimately delivers on
the all-important brand promise, supply chain has
the opportunity to become a true value lever and
differentiator for every organization.
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True value lever and
differentiator
The worldwide pandemic has dramatically (and
arguably, irreversibly) altered customers’ needs
and expectations, and across the whole business,
organizations have had to change tack to deliver
goods and services in a more customer-centric
manner than ever before.
With disruption from multiple sources (not just the
global pandemic, but issues such as increased cyber
threats as well), supply chain leaders have rushed in
to fight fires and are well aware that the spotlight is
on them to keep operations running smoothly. Now,
they have the opportunity to increase their value to
the business even further by rebuilding the function
around a 360-degree view of the entire supply and
demand landscape. At this moment in the spotlight,
they can begin to think about the function differently
as a facilitator of enhanced, customer-centric
business performance.

growth enabler, fully integrated with front office
operations,” says Robert Barrett, Supply Chain Leader
at KPMG in the US.
“It’s not just about having a good product or service.
It’s about creating an amazing overall customer
experience, and the supply chain is instrumental in
delivering the brand promise if it has a deep insights
into customers’ needs and expectations. This is a
renewed way of thinking for supply chain leaders
and all the functional areas that connect them to the
customer.”
This requires supply chain operations to be connected
with the business as a whole and to develop an
integrated view of both the product and the customer
– a practice that has, until now, been the domain of
‘front end’ operations.

“It’s time for supply chain to move from a middleoffice function to a high-priority enterprise-wide
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The supply chain of today must be connected with
commercial operations. Manufacturing must know
what’s being promised in market and push products
into the network that fulfill customer demand.
Finance must be engaged on both the raw material
sourcing side, and in managing the cash side of
customer orders.

This is the future of a profoundly powerful and
integrated way of operating. To create this better
future, significant organizational connections are
needed for the supply chain function to be recognized
as an influential enterprise-wide growth enabler – and
one that is instrumental in delivering the customer
brand promise.

By having a stream of relevant customer insights,
supply chain can forecast and generate demand plans
with greater visibility – and, in doing so, be more agile
in mitigating the impact of variability, disruption and
risk without increasing costs unnecessarily. Critically,
supply chain experts must still deliver on customer
expectations and meet business objectives.
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In many organizations, there’s
a disconnect – those new
expectations that have been
set with the customer often
haven’t been discussed with
the supply chain...
Peter Liddell
Global Head of Operations, Center of
Excellence at KPMG International
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Creating a
customer-centric
supply chain
The supply chain disconnect has created
a myriad of problems for organizations
across the globe. The cost to serve is
often significantly higher than it should be,
and some businesses may be running a
continual risk of failing to meet customers’
expectations.
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79%
of supply chain leaders think that an
Internet-/platform-based approach is
the most critical new business model
to support post-pandemic recovery.

Source: Gartner®, “Future of Supply Chain 2021"

In KPMG's future of supply chain report titled:
The road to everywhere, it was noted that the
unparalleled convenience at the point of sale that
customers have now experienced has fueled demand
for similar convenience in their order fulfillment.
Peter Liddell, Global Head of Operations, Center of
Excellence at KPMG International, says that’s easy to
say, more challenging to deliver.

The B2C environment is not dissimilar. The
multichannel route to the consumer market requires
an agile and responsive strategy as well.

“In many organizations, there’s a disconnect – often,
those new expectations that have been set with the
customer haven’t been discussed with the supply
chain and operational team, and the supply chain and
fulfillment strategies haven’t been set up to deliver
what the customer has been promised and expects.”

“This is a complex balancing act,” says Barrett. “You
have to consider the impact of dynamic customer
segments and their expectations in order to remain
relevant, be able to deliver consistently on the brand
promise, and manage a highly diverse set of supply
chain partners and suppliers – not to mention trading,
tariffs, and economic nationalism.”

In a recent example, a medical goods company
promised that their products would be delivered
to hospitals within 48 hours of placing an order.
Unfortunately, the sales team didn’t discuss the
viability of this commitment with the supply chain
team.
Consequently, to fulfill this promise, it was necessary
to expedite the delivery by using a premium service to
get the product to the customer within the contracted
timeframe. The result? More than 90 percent of the
stock was sent at premium freight rates, eroding
margins and setting unrealistic expectations for future
(and costly) delivery times with a high-value customer.

Many different customer buying patterns and
behaviors are emerging. People expect delivery on
their terms – and meeting that expectation is nonnegotiable.

Taking on a more connected and visible role in the
business, maintaining a clear view of the customer
landscape, and strategically managing a complex
environment is unlikely to be achieved by operating in
the ‘old’ way. The ‘new’ way is a transformed supply
chain function that is fully connected throughout the
enterprise, enabled by technology and a champion for
customer-centricity.

GARTNER is the registered trademark and service mark of Gartner
Inc., in the U.S. and internationally and has been used herein with
permission. All rights reserved.
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A new model for
delivering supply
chain value
Adopting a new operating model for an effective
supply chain transformation can be a game
changer.
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A new model provides the opportunity for supply
chain leaders to step back and take a fresh approach
with heightened clarity around the value that the
supply chain function contributes to the business.

The future of play

“The people who are building next-generation of
supply chain functions are thinking about how their
customers interact with the sales and marketing
team so that they can access those customer insights
as well,” says Liddell. “That’s what will inform the
strategies underpinning the structure of the supply
chain network, how you cost-optimize your product
flows, and set your inventory policies in the future.
And all viewed through the lens of customer needs
and expectations.”

The world of play has changed dramatically in the past decade. The advent of the iPad™
and the rise of digital gaming has transformed how children play, while online shopping
and influencers have altered how, when and where consumers learn about and purchase
toys.

Introducing a targeted operating model built upon
leading practice supply chain capabilities is the
first step. With greater access to usable customer
insights, enabled by intelligent forecasting and
the creation of more accurate demand plans, the
new target operating model can help to make the
supply chain fit for the future and deliver outstanding
customer service that differentiates the organization
from its competitors.

KPMG in the US worked with the company to create a nimble, reactive, customer-centric
supply chain organization that could respond swiftly to demand changes and trends.
KPMG professionals support has helped them improve planning, inventory, and speed to
market, and will empower them to create the future of play in the digital world.

Given these realities, this global toy manufacturer sought out innovative demand
planning solutions for its signature brands. Simultaneously, the company was interested
in future-forward business processes and transformative IT systems to establish the
agile and responsive supply chain model it needed to serve over 50 global markets from
numerous manufacturing plants and fulfillment models.

With seamless connectivity across critical functions
such as manufacturing, sourcing, procurement, and
order management, the supply chain can be expected
to deliver significant value across the business as the
champion of customer centricity.
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Building the new
supply chain
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KPMG Powered Enterprise | Supply Chain brings together industry-leading practices and processes, preconfigured, cloud-based technology applications and a next-generation delivery framework to help clients jump
start their supply chain transformation journey.
Leverage customer-centric business models, pre-built KPI libraries, data models and reports to align your
supply chain to your customer experience. This is all underpinned by the KPMG Target Operating Model, fine
tuned to derive value from your chosen technology platform and based upon six layers of change.

1.	Functional process: Hundreds of
predefined, leading practice processes sit
within this layer.
2.

People: Managing the supply chain 		
workforce, including upskilling for the digital
age.

3.	
Technology: From advanced analytics and
tracing predictive analytics to cognitive
decision centers and intelligent automation,
technology can streamline processes and
change how the supply chain operates.

4.	
Performance insights and data:
KPIs, process performance indicators
and enhanced reporting are all critical
components of this layer.
5.

Governance: Focuses on the risks in the 		
supply chain process, as well as duties and 		
policies.

6.

Service delivery model: The overall 		
architecture of the delivery model.

“As well as establishing the future architecture and the processes that sit underneath it, the future supply
chain target operating model establishes robust governance practices and identifies the spans of control,” says
Liddell.
“First, however, existing processes need to be fixed, and we need to ensure the right level of data is flowing in
to support key decisions.”
Ultimately, every facet of a business’s operation needs to be focused on the customer. By undergoing a
functional transformation supported by leading technology solutions, companies can build a seamless, flexible
supply chain that’s integrated across the entire business.
One that can survive and thrive, regardless of the challenges that lie ahead.
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Key takeaways
1.

The customer has changed dramatically and the supply chain
function needs to be transformed.

2.

It is important to recognize that the supply chain in most
businesses is disconnected from the rest of the organization, and this
is not sustainable in a customer-centric environment.

3.

Supply chain has a significant opportunity to become a critical
enabler of the ‘front office’ business – using customer insights and
data to enhance demand forecast and fulfillment strategies.

4.

By introducing a supply chain target operating model, businesses
can transform their supply chain with proven ways of working,
integrated across the organization and designed to deliver value to
customers and the business.
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Discover more
How Powered can help:
A new vantage point
KPMG Powered Enterprise
KPMG Target Operating Model

Insights from KPMG:
Shaping the future
Connected. Powered. Trusted.

Contact Powered today:
Americas
go-fmcontactgdnamr@kpmg.com
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica,		
Mexico, Panama, Peru, United States.

EMEA
go-fmcontactgdemea@kpmg.com
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 		
Ghana, India, Ireland, Italy, Kenya (East Africa), Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Nigeria, 		
Norway, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka Sweden, Switzerland
DE, Switzerland ENG, United Arab Emirates,
United Kingdom.

ASPAC
go-fmcontactgdnaspac@kpmg.com
Australia, China, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, 		
Philippines, Singapore, Vietnam.
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Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible for KPMG audit clients and
their affiliates or related entities.
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the
circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate
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such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the
particular situation.
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